
 

HEADLINE! (DVD and Gimmicks) by Murray Hatfield

This will be the most Talked-About routine in your show!

The Magician has a volunteer select a card which is then lost in the deck. The
magician tries to find the card but appears to have trouble. Just when it looks like
the card is lost for good - both the NAME of the CARD and the NAME of the 
SPECTATOR are discovered in the HEADLINE of the daily paper!

More than just a card trick, HEADLINE is an fully fleshed out, 3 phase routine
that ends in a memorable give-away that will be talked about for years!

Direct from the working repertoire of noted Canadian magician and illusionist - 
Murray Hatfield. In both his close up work and his stage show, HEADLINE
delivers a powerful magic punch! This is your rare chance to add an audience-
tested BLOCKBSTER to your show.

Let's hear what other top working pros are saying...
"Murray Hatfield never fails to deliver and HEADLINE is another awesome
example. Professional magic from a professional magician." 
- Shawn Farquhar

"Extra, Extra, read all about it! Murray Hatfield's HEADLINE is one of the best
things to hit the market in years."
- Stephen Bargatze

"It's one of the easiest things that I do in my show and yet one of the most talked
about effects afterward." 
- Diamond Jim Tyler

"Best revelation anywhere. It will definitely keep you in the headlines. It is a must
have for any serious performer."
- Oscar Munoz

"I've had great reaction and comments like; 'I have goose bumps and that's from
a guy.' and 'I think I'm scared of you now." 
- George Franzen

"Thanks so much Murray! I did it today for a potential client and got the gig!!! It
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blew them away!! I highly recommend HEADLINE!"
- Lyndy Phillips (Recent purchaser of Headline)

"I not only received a standing ovation but after the performance the guest of
honor was having pictures with her newspaper and guests. Well it's rare for me
these days to gush about a magic trick but I'll tell you I was grinning ( also
because of a hefty tip and I'm sure Headline helped with that) all the way home
after the performance. All presentation and such an impact. I could not be more
pleased, and I'm sure this will be in my performance every chance I get!" 
- Brent (Recent purchaser of Headline)

What are you waiting for? Add this reputation maker to your shows and
make HEADLINES!

A Complete Professional Package:

DVD featuring detailed Instruction for performing in a Close-up and Walk-
around setting as well as a 3 phase Platform or Stage routine that is
strong enough to close your show.
Live performance footage
Special Newspapers
Numbered Certificate of Authenticity and Performance Rights
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